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The Glitten leaves fingers free for tasks, then covers them up for
warmth! Glitten Kit with black and white Strikkegarn  44238  $34

Warm and wooly favorites, 
the Felted Mittens Kit
includes bulky 
Vamsegarn in off-white. 
Child/Ladies size 44241  $25     
Men's size 44242  $33

AA rr nn hh ii ll dd

While knitting has been an avocation for Arnhild Hillesland
ever since she can remember, it took a while

before it became her vocation. Arnhild received
a doctorate in Norwegian at the 

University of Tromsö, the northernmost 
university in the world. She taught Norwegian and
also folk dancing. Dancing took her around the

world, quite literally, as she toured internationally.
In 1986, Arnhild married an American from Iowa
and moved to the United States. She now shares

the folk culture of Norway through knitting –
designing knitwear patterns, teaching workshops,

writing books, and importing the wonderful Rauma
wool yarns. Check our website for their full color ranges.

Make an heirloom gift for that special baby! 
Baby Mitts and Booties Kit uses fine, soft Finullgarn.

44239  $30

Just the thing to 
keep head and 

neck toasty. In the 
U of Minnesota's maroon

and gold – contact us 
for other color combos.

Long Stocking Hat Kit
includes enough

Strikkegarn for any size.  
44240  $42
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80 year old Laurine Bowell uses her great talent 
for crochet to reproduce in fiber the traditional
Danish paper woven hearts so beloved by all
Scandinavians, as well as these terrific trivets.

Crocheted Braided Heart Ornament
2”   $4.50

Red & White  44048
Red & Green  44049

Flower Trivet
6”  $14

Daisy  44047
Black & White  44046

Striped Socks are easy to make 
with variegated Magi yarn and the excellent 
Classic Sock Pattern by Therese Gaffey 38373  $5
Magi Yarn 50 gr. skein (pair of socks takes 2 skeins)  
$8.50 per skein 
Turquoise/green MAG4750  
Brown/gold MAG4740
Assorted purple MAG5001
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Mini Christmas Socks Pattern 16011  $3.50
Three Gauge Helmet Pattern for kids and adults 

in 3 weights of yarn  42873  $4.50
Sweaters for the Kids Pattern sizes 2-12  16013  $4.50

Check our website or call for yarn suggestions.

Carl Larsson's Flower Window Kit 
from CeWeC of Denmark  on 14ct. aida. 

Design size 12 x 18” 
42411  $79

Velkommen Wallhanging Kit
from Norsk Engros Designs  

(Welcome to our home 
in Norwegian or English) 

11ct. ivory aida, 12 x 16”.  34020  $32
Brass Hangers 30cm  30871  $29 pair

Norwegian Mittens and Gloves
by Annemor Sundbø, Norway
When Annemor became 
the owner of a rags mill she 
discovered a wealth of patterns 
in the castoffs, starting her 
life-long search for examples of
traditional Norwegian knitting. This
delightful collection of mitten and
glove patterns also has easy ways
to translate them into designs for
hats, sweaters, and pillow covers.
Hardcover,158pp. 2011
43965  $24.95
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is an enjoyable way to create objects – and very special gifts - of beauty and lasting quality. 

Here are a few kits from some of our favorite designers:

Visit ingebretsens.com for much more!

Ice Fishing Nisse Kit 
from Permin of Denmark 
on 14ct. aida, 8½ x 10½”,

includes frame.  17969  $60

Tomtar Bellpull Kit 
from 

Gunilla's Designs 
11ct. white aida, 

4 x 28”, 
includes hanger.  

17815  $30

55 Christmas Balls to Knit
Colorful Festive Ornaments
by Arne & Carlos, Norway

Based on traditional
Scandinavian designs, 

Arne & Carlos have created
55 patterns for individual 

ornaments, with step-by-step
instructions, and 

recommended techniques.
Hardcover, 143pp. 2011 

43706 $24.95
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Nancy’s patterns are popular with knitters 
for the clear, easy-to-follow directions. 

Nancy developed the ability to see 
a pattern through a new knitter’s eyes by

extensive teaching experience. 
She writes only one pattern a year 
so she can anticipate problems, 
and knits a sample of every size 

that is listed on a pattern. 
“I don’t just trust the math. 

I make each item to ensure it looks good
in each size. If not, I start right back 

at the beginning,” she says.
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